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On the generalized absolute summability of double series 
Z. NÉMETH 
Dedicated to Professor Béla Csákány on his 60th birthday 
1. Introduction. As usual we denote by aj,a) the n-th Cesaro means of order a of a 
series 2 an and T^ the n-th Cesaro means of the sequence {HŰ„}. The following 
n=o 
oo 
definition is due to FLETT [3]: A series 2 a n IS said to be summable |C, a, 
u = 0 
a > — 1, M^O, A s l , if the series 
71 = 1 71=1 
converges. 
In this note we consider the following definition of the generalized absolute 
Cesaro summability of double series 
(1) 2 Ci,k. i,k=0 
Let us denote by aj*® the (m, n)-th Cesaro mean of order (a, ft) of series (1), that is, 
1 1 771 71 
(2) < • « = -JW^rm 2 2 4<£L, Ai«2kai<k, m,n = -1,0, 1, ..., Am A n ¡=0(1=0 
such that in the cases min (m, n) = — 1 we define <r%£)=0, where denotes the 
, , , . . . ( l + a ) ( 2 + a)...(w + a) 
Cesaro numbers, namely, A<$>=\ and A(f=- — - 2 , .... 
ml 
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Considering the notations 
1 m n 
zm,n '"\.°m,n um-l,n) J(x) j ( f f ) Zj ¿j ^m-i '1n-k,ui,k> Am An i=Ok=0 
] m n 
= = 2 2 A ^ A ^ k a ^ 
m n i=0k=0 
and 
Tm,n — mn\um,a °ra-l,n " m,n-1 + "m-l.n-V — 
1 m n 
2 2 A^llU^ ikai k, m,n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , A'^AW ¡ti,k=0 
series (1) is said to be summable |C, (a, ft), ( u , v ) w h e r e a, /?> — 1, «, t>^0, 
A s l if 
(3) 2 i i u ~ 1 \ ^ n \ i 
;=i 
(4) ¿ ^ U f t W l ^ c o 
k = l 
and 
( 5 ) 2 < C O . 
i , t=i 
The concept of summability |C, (a, /?), (0, 0)^ is well known (see e.g. [1], pp. 
2 0 9 — 2 1 4 ) . The generalized absolute Cesaro summability of double series was in-
vestigated by MÓRICZ [ 7 ] and SZALAY [ 8 ] . The fundamental theorems of summability 
|C, a, u\x were proved by FLETT (see [ 3 ] , Theorems 1 , 3 , 4 and 7 ) . 
2. Main results. The aim of this paper is to extend the fundamental theorems 
for the double series (1). The author would like to thank I. Szalay for pointing 
out this generalization and his valuable hints. 
T h e o r e m 1.* Let k^ 1, u, v^0,a>ku—l andfi^kv— 1. I f y , <5^0 then the sum-
mability | C, (a, /?), (u, v)\x of series (\) implies the summability \C, (a+y, fi + S), (w, t>)|;, 
moreover the inequalities 
(6) 2 ^ K 2 
m=l m=1 
( 7 ) 2 R F - ^ T F Z P - ' + ' N * ^ K 2 N * - 1 ! 
/1=1 „ = 1 
*) Throughout this article K denotes a positive constant, not necessarily the same at each 
- l 
occurrence which does not depend on addition indices and the formal sum X means 0. 
i=o 
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and 
(8) 2 ^ K 2 ¿ / ^ " - v - 1 |t£«I* 
m = l n = l m=ln = l 
hold. 
Theorem 2. Let u,vS0, OC>AM—1 and 1. 7/1 
i) p l > l ««i/ <5=1/A—l//i 
or 
ii) /<>1=1 a/«/ <5>1/A— 1/̂ i 
then the summability \C, (a, ft), (u, i>)|A of series (1) implies the summability 
|C, (a+y, /?+<5), (M, U)|„, moreover the inequalities 
(9) { 2 S K { 2 
m—1 m=1 
(10) { s 
n=l ' n=l 
aw/ 
W = 1 « = 1 171 = 1 n = l 
hold. 
We remark that part i) of Theorem 2, together with Theorem 1 is sharper than 
a former result of SZALAY ( [ 8 ] , Theorem 1). 
Theorem 3. If A s l , u,vS0, a > A n - l , 0>At>-l, i |Sc, ys£-u, 
5s.r\ — v, a + y, /3-t-15 =— 1, a«(i series (l) i'.s |C, (a, /?), (m, summable, then the 
inequalities 
(12) 2 / n i i - 1 l 4 " . V ' i + i ) l A S A" 2 m ^ z ^ P W 
in=1 m=l 
(13) l / i * - 1 ! ^ 7 - ' * " ! * K ¿ H ^ I ' f o ' T 




 2 2 
m = l 11 = 1 m = l n = l 
are valid. 
Using Theorem 3, in the case of parameters u=v=0, — 
and and writing — t]' = — ri we have the following 
7* 
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C o r o l l a r y \.If O s ^ ' s a , OSf/'S /? and series (1) is | C, (a, 0), (0, 0)L 
summable, then the following inequalities 
m=l m=l 




Considering the case = a further specialization is the 
C o r o l l a r y 2. If Asl, a, fisO and series (1) is |C, (a, /?), (0,0)|A sum-
mable, then 
2 niX~l~X"\<lm,o\X ^K 2 
m=1 m—1 
i ^ K - N J i i n - ' l / f t w i 1 n = 1 n = l 
and 
2 2 2m-1"-1 
m = 1 n = l m = 1 n = l 
are valid. 
The Corollary 2 is a useful necessary condition of the generalized absolute 
Cesaro summability of double series and it is an extension of results of KOGBETLIANZ 
( [ 5 ] , Théorème V I ) , FLETT ( [ 2 ] , Theorem 3 ) and ZAK and TIMAN ( [ 1 1 ] , § 3 , Theo-
rem 3 ) . 
Theorem 4. If u,vS0, a>fiu— 1, /?>juu— 1, q^v, u, 
ö^~t]—v and series (1) is \C, (a, /?), (u, v)\k summable, then the inequalities 
(15) { 2 m ^ z W ' ^ Y " 1 S K{ 2 
m—l m=1 
(16) {2,n'"'-í\t^~l-0+5)\'1}1"1 ^ K{2n>-v-l\t£-ni>)\kyr'-
n = 1 ' n=l 
and 
( 1 7 ) { J ¿ / M ^ - 1 ^ " - 1 ! ^ ; « ^ } 1 / - 1 
m = l n = l m = l « = 1 
hold. 
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We remark that in cases r/S0 Theorems 3 and 4 mean, in other words, that 
if the suitable conditions are satisfied, the summability |C, (a, P), (H, of series (1) 
implies the summability |C, (a+y, P+d), (£, rj)\; and |C, (a+y, P+d), (£, q)^, 
respectively. 
Series (1) is said to be summable (C, (a, /?)), a, /?> — 1 to S, if the double 
sequence (2) is bounded and converges to S in Pringsheim's sense. Finally we have 
T h e o r e m 5. If A>1, u, v>0, a>w— 1, p>v— 1, y >a—u— 1/A>0 and <5>/?— 
— v— 1/A>0 then the summability |C, (a, P), (w, u)|A of series (1) implies the sum-
mability (C, (y, (5)). 
Part 4 of this note contains some negative results. We show that Theorem 2 is 
the best possible. In relation to Theorems 3 and 4 we show that the parameter u 
(or v) of summability cannot be increased by no means and parameter X cannot 
be decreased if parameters u, v are fixed. 
3. Proof of Theorems. If T^ denotes the «-th (C, a) mean of the sequence 
{na„} then it is well known that if a, p, a+y, P + (M — 1, —2, ... , then 
(18) i<rd) = - ¿ r 2 AW 4 s 0 
An k=0 
1 m n Kly) Tm,n ¿(X+V) ¿(P + S) - okO ' 
A(P+s) = ZA£i»Al?> (n = 0, 1, 2, ...), 
k=0 
moreover 
(20) A P / r f - l / r ( a + 1) (n -
In order to prove Theorems we require the following lemmas. 
Lemma 1 (SZALAY [9]). If a, p, A+Y, p+d* — 1, —2, ... , thenfor any m,n= 
= 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . 
1 m M 
„(a + y^+í) f "V y j(y-l) ^05-1) -(«,/>) zm,n — J(* + ?) AÍ.0+S) ¿J n—k zi,k •n-m An i=0k = 0 
and 
1 m n .(ot+y.p+a) 1 y y J(v-y/¡(t-1) JW J(fi) f(<*,0) 
Am n t=0k=0 
Lemma 2 (HARDY—LITTLEWOOD—PÓLYA [ 6 ] ) . Let 0 be a non-negative Se-
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quence. If and <5= 1/X—l/p, then exists a K=K(X, fi) constant, such that 
M m—1 M 
{ 2 ( 2 (m-iy-'d.yyi" s K{2dlf>-
m=0 /=0 ¡ = 0 
is valid for any M=0,1,2, ... . 
Lemma 3 (SZALAY [10]). Let {diik}^k=g be a non-negative double sequence. 
If 1 and (5 = 1/A—1 In, then exists a K=K(k, p.) constant, such that 
M N m-1 n-l M iv 
{ 2 2 ( 2 2 {m-if-\n-k?-idiikyyi^K{2 2dUY' m = 0 n = 0 ¡ = 0 k = 0 / = 0 k = 0 
is valid for any M, N=0, 1,2 
Lemma 4 (ZAK—TIMAN [11]). If series (1) is ¡C, (y, 5), (0,0)|x summable, then it 
is (C, (y, 5)) Summable, too. 
We remark that if /.=-1 then the summability |C, (y,S), (0, 0)|;. does not 
imply the ordinary summability (C, (y, <5)). 
Lemma 5. If auk=Cifor k=0 and aiyk—0 otherwise, then the \C, (a, /?), (m, d)|a 
Summability. of series (1) and |C, a, summability of the series 2 ci are equi~ 
¡ = 0 
valent. Similarly, if aufe=cfc for z'=0 and aUk=0 otherwise, then the \C, (a, /?), (w, 
Summability of series (1) and \C, P, v\x summability of the series 2 ck are equi-
valent. k~° 
Proof . A fairly trivial calculation gives that for any n, ft 
1 m n 1 m 
<-nfi)Kk) = -JWJm 2 2/W-iWka^ = 2/£ltai.o = 
and 
= - i r 2^-Vid = *££(*,.*) = t ^ K * ) = 0, 
¡=0 
so by (3)—(5) the statement is obvious. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Considering (18) and Lemma 1, it is clear, that 
oo 
the /w-th T-mean of order a of the single series 2 a i o > does not depend on /}, hence 
i = 0 ' 
the inequality ( 6 ) follows directly from FLETT'S result ( [ 3 ] , Theorem 1). The proof 
of (7) is carried out analogously. In the case A>1, to verify (8) we use Holder's 
inequality with indices X and A/(A—1). By (19) and (20) we obtain that for any 
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M,N= 1,2, . . . 
2 2 mXa~1nXv~1\Ttf+7'fi\x s 
m=1n=1 
M N ( I m 
m=ln=l V Axm i = 0 / 
M N / 1 \ л m m 
m=ln=l V , = o ¡ = 0 
M N m 
(21) ^K 2 2  mXu~1n iB~ lm~ t'~y 2 (m-i+ = 
m=ln=l i=1 
л = 1 i=l m — i 
n = l i = l 
because a routine calculation gives that if y>0, then for any M=l, 2,... 
м 
m=i 
m — i m = 2i 
A similar method can be used if <5:>0. In the case Я — 1, we prove (8) in the same 
way, omitting the last factor in (21). 
Proof of Theo rem 2. Inequalities (9) and (10) follow directly from F L E T T ' S 
result ([3], Theorem 1) by similar arguments to the proof of (6) and (7). Turning 
to the proof of (11), we denote by S the sum of the series on the right side of (11). 
In the case i), <5 = 1/A—1 /ц, by (19) we have 
S j(a+g)j (fi+i) 2 2AL*--PA£y>A!°>A^lT<y>l s 
Л т л п i = 0 k = 0 
I ] ml 2 n/2 ml 2 n m n /2 m n — ~7?5+i) TTJ+ir(2 2+ 2 2 + 2 2 -ь 2 2 ) = Am An ¡ = 0 k = 0 i = 0 ft=n/2 £=m/2 4 = 0 i=m/2k=n/2 
— 7^(1) I 7Ч2) _L 7ЧЗ) 1 7>(4) 
— J m,n> лт,п' лт,п> J m,n • 
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By (20) we have 
J | m/2 n/2 
= j t z + i ) A<B+S) 2 2 ¿m-V A ^ ^ A ^ S 
Am An i=0 t = 0 
1 J m n 
— K A(a + 1) A(0 +1) ^ ^n 1=1 k=l 
Let co be a number such that 
max (—a — 1/A + w, -P-ljX + v) < co (A - 1)/A. 
A routine calculation gives that 
(22) { J ? j—B , i/u-i)jfc-<»*/u-i)jU-i)/* g 
i = l fc = l 
Applying the Holder inequality with indices fi, A/(A—1), fiX/ifi—A), we obtain that 
m n 
Ta)n g „ - /5-1 21 | j i + co-au-l)(/l-A)/AM^ + to-Ui;-l)(/i-A)/Aí1|T(a,p)|A/^ ^ 
i = l l i = l 
X {l—" A:-£0} — A J / A ^ ^ a v — | T ( o t . «jíp-AJ/ííJ g 
m n 
i = l t = l 
m n m n 
i = l t = l i = l t = l 
m n 
i = l * = l frPti + ion-Uv-mii-AyU |T(a,p) 
whence 
i = 1 * = l 
| T (a, 0) | A (<zA;i + raA/l - u A f i + l l ) / X ^(pX/l + aXfi-vX^+^/X 
and for any M, N= 1,2, . . . 
ra=l n = l ¡ = 1 k = l 
M N 
X ^ J5? ffj-aii-coil-fi/X+im-lff-Pp-ciii-tl/X+fiv-l g KS f llX 
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because, with standard computation, 
M 
( 2 3 ) j(z*.it+caXpL-uXii+ii)l>. £ m-xn-o>p-ii/X + fiu-l ^ g 
m = i 
I ] m/2 n 
^mfn = j(a + i) J(B + i) 2 2 A^t^ A jx) A j f ) g 
•™m n i = 0 k=nl2 
1 m/2 a s K - ^ - 2 2 A j f r p A p k - * | T f t » | ' ^rn ¡=0 ft=n/2 
and 
1 m/2 n 
•i^i. i = n ft = n/2 1m ¡ 0 ft=n/2 
1 m n—1 
^m i=0 k=0 
m f = 0 
Applying Lemma 2, with the single sequence 
4 « ) = ( i t + i y - i M 
¡=i 
we obtain that for any iV= 1,2, ... 
1 ffi")" S Km-»*-» 1 ( J ' (» — k f ' 1 d^y s H=1 n=0 ft=0 
fc=0 i = X 
Applying the Holder inequality with indices A and A/(A— 1), by (22) we have 
i = l i = 0 
m m 
¡=i 
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and, by Holder's inequality with indices fij/. and ///(/'—/.) we have 
N N m 
n = l ' 4=0 ¡ = 1 
S in 
t = U ¡ = 1 
x | - 1 ) 0 . - A ) / / ' | | g 
N M 
Finally, by using (23), for any M = 1,2, ... 
M N JV AI 
2 Z m""-](T,í,%r)y KS'"-^- 2 2'Xu~1(k+ir~1\T^ii>Yx m=ln=1 * = 0¡=1 
M 
^ p p + lOfl-Utl + t l / } . m - t l L - I O l l ~ I X l ) . - \ - \ l U - \ ^ ll/X 
m = i 
By (24) we obtain that for any N = 1, 2, ... 
N .V M 
2 (TÁ%z)r = Am-**-* 2 2 A y |T,íy>|)* s 
/1 = 1 n = l 1=1 
N m S AT/J?-*3t—+ 2 2 j;-!< + 'l<u|TÍCIn*^)|AJ''/;-. 
I
 
/1 = 1 1=1 
N 
n=i i=i 
It is known that if and 0</?S l then 
(26) ... + */*)' h£ al + a%+ ... 
whence 
.\ ,v m 
Z(T„?n2)yi s { Z Z n ™ - 1 ^ ^ 
n=i /1=1 ;=l 
and we may finish the estimate as in (25). This completes the proof of 
2 Z h " 1 ' - 1 ^ 2 ! , ) " s a-5*/'-, 
ni = l /1 = 1 
and, by similar arguments, we have that 
2 Z m""~1""v~1(T£)n)" — 
HL = L H = 1 
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Now let us consider . 
1 m n 
T(« I y y /((«-1) J(à-l) JM a(P) |T(a.«| 
m, H J(a+S) J(P+ô) ¿J -¿J m — i nn-k nk l'i.fc I — 
An i = m / 2 k=n/2 
m it 
SK 2 2 i ~ â k ~ ô A A | n \ , 
i = m/2 k=n/2 
and 
m — 1 il— 1 
mu-1"'nv-1"'T^i = K 2 2 ('"- 0
4 _ 1
(" - Icy-1?-1'*!?-1'1 lift «I + 
i s m/2 fc=w/2 
m—1 «—1 
+ Knv~1/X 2 (m-i)s'1i"-1/i\T^\+Km'-yx 2 {n-kf-^k*-1!1 \x%{>\ 
i=m/2 ' k = n/2 
Applying Lemma 3, with the double sequence 
we obtain that for any M, 2V= 1, 2, ... 
M N M N m-1 n-1 
2 2(T<tf>y&K2 2 ( 2 2 (m-O'-Hn-ky-^y s 
m = l n = l m = l n = l i = 0 4 = 0 
Applying Lemma 2, with the single sequence 
we obtain that for any M = 1, 2, ... 
M M hi —1 
2 O ' ^ A-H»"-^ 2 1 ( 2 S 
m = l 111=1 i = 0 
M 
Si Kff"-'l'i( 2 (' + ');"~1|T;,!Xn/,)|;')''/;"' 
¡=1 
and, by (26), for any JV=1, 2, ... 
M N M N 
2 2(n%»ysK{2 2 111 = 1 n = 1 i = l n=l 
By similar arguments we have 
№ > ) " s tf { 2 2 0 ' + s k s ^ - . 
M N 
m=1n—1 
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and, finally, using (26) again 
2 2 {T^Y SK z 2 ^"-""^-""K-Pr ^ 
m—ln=l m = l n = l 
S K ( Z 2 mXu-1nx"-1\Tl*;P\xyix =g KS"'X. 
m = 1 n = l 
Estimates for /'=1, 2, 3, 4 
Z Z m " u - 1 n ' l v - \ T ^ „ y =g KS"/'-
m — 1 n = l 
complete the proof of (11) in the case i), for S = l/X— l/^i. 
In the case ii) for < 5 > l / / l - l / ^ = l - l / / t , by (19), we have that for any M,N-
= 1 , 2 , . . . 
m = l n = l m = l n = l 
m n 
x { 2 2 (m — i+ 1 y-\n — k+ 1 )*-W }". 
i=x t= i 
Applying Holder's inequality with indices n and fx/(ji—l) we obtain that 
m n ¡•=i *=i 
i = l * = l 
i = l fc=l ' 
m n 
x { 2 2 
and 
KS"-1 Z Z i u ~ 1 k ° - 1 \ x ^ ^ \ i : " ' - u ' ' + f ' k i l f l - l ! t ' + » X 
i = lk=l 
M N 
m=in=fc 
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since 
(27) iz"—',+"(2 + 2 )(m-i+\)s>i-flm>1>'-1-ll*-lli 
m = i m = 2i 
g j^jf-Sf-1 2 ms>l~'' + Kf-w+i1 2 K. 
m=1 m = i 
Proo f of T h e o r e m 3. Inequalities (12) and (13) follow directly from Flett's 
result ([3], Theorem 3), by similar arguments to the proof of (6) and (7). In the 
proof of (14), considering Theorem 1, we may assume that y=£—u<0 and <5=rç — 
- u ^ O . 
Let Using (19), we have that 
m a 
m y n 5 S Km-*n~e 2 
;=ifc=i 
Let co be a number such that 
max(— a — 1 /A + h, - f i - l / A + v) < a < (A-l)/A. 










p + S )
\
x
 ^ 2 M ^ l I i
X x
+ + | « | H X 
i=u=i 
m n 
X { 2 2 M i W l M ^ l i - « v a - i ) j f c - ® i / « - D \ w - i ) . 
¡=1 
A routine calculation gives that 
m m m/2 m 
2 s A: + î)»-1/-»^-1) ^ k ( 2 + 2 } s 
¡ = 1 > = 1 ¡=1 i=m/2 
m/2 ~ S Km7'1 2 i-0,i'u-1)+i:m-0,i/u-1) 2" l)1"-1 S Knî/-°>i'<-x-1\ i=1 i=m/2 
whence 
(28) s K m - ^ - o > x n - i i x - œ x x 
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and for any M,N= 1,2,. . . 
M N 
2 2 mx(u+y'>~1nx(v+i',~1\T^+ny'fi+í)lx á 
M N 
^ ^PyyiXu-l-xX-taXjjXv — l—PX — toXy^ 
m=1n=l 
i = l k = l 
AF N 
_ JÇ ^ y jXu—1 u — X j ^(et, ^ ) j A j'Ag + ;.C0 — ;.U + 1 jçXP + X(a — Au + 1 ^ 












2 i - l M 
m = t m=2i 










m = i m = 2 i 
i ~ 
g j f 2 + 2 m X u ~ 2 ~ a X ~ a > + y s A". 
m = 1 m = i + 1 
In the case of A = 1 we set co=0 and the inequality (28) remains valid and we 
obtain (29) in this case, too, so our proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Inequalities (15) and (16) follow directly from Flett's 
result ([3], Theorem 4), by similar arguments to the proof of (6) and (7). In the 
proof of (17), thinking about Theorem 1, we may assume that y, <5<0. Using (14) 
we have that 
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Applying Holder's inequality with indices l /n and A/(A—n), we obtain that 
m = X n = l 
= 2 iTif.i'-'^rjx m=1n=1 
m=ln=l 
m = 1 n = l 
The last factor is bounded, because y+u—f, 5 + v—t] are positive, and inequality 
(17) follows from this and (30). 
Proof of Theorem 5. We can observe that if the conditions are satisfied, 
applying Theorem 4, we obtain that the summability |C, (a, /?), (u, of series 
(1) implies the summability |C, (y, ¿), (0,0)^. Now Theorem 5 follows from 
Lemma 4. 
4. Negative results. First we show that Theorem 2 is the best possible in the 
following sense: 
a) If / i>A>l and min (y, <5)<1/A— 1/fi, thenforany £, tj^Q the summability 
\C, (a, p), (u, v)\k does not imply the summability |C, (a+y, jS+<5), (£, r \ . 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that y<l/A—1 /¡i and u, v^ 1//.. 
OO 
Applying Lemma 5, let 2C• be a single series, such that t£ ) = m1/p if m = 2V 
i = 0 
and t£)=0 otherwise, where A/(l — mA)«=/><A and m>0. The series 2 ci 
summable |C, a, u\k, since 1-0 
m=l v=0 
but not summable |C, a+y, 01,,, since 
2 m-1-"7!^!" = 2 2v(-1-"i+',/',> = 0 0 , 
ra=1 v=0 
and we may use Corollary 1. Thus the assertion is proved, because it is clear that the 
summability |C, (a+y, fi+S), (c, fj)|M implies the summability |C, (a+y, J? + c>), (0,0)1,,. 
In the case «=0, the assertion was proved by Flett ([2], part 2.7). 
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b) If fi^X—1 and min (y, <5)S 1 — l/fi then for any rj^O the summability 
|C, (oc, P), (u, y)|x does not imply the summability |C, (a, P), (£, rj)|M. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that y=l — l/n and £ = 0 . If « > 0 , 
the proof is carried out analogously to the proof of preceding assertion. In the case 
oo 
u=0, by using Lemma 5, let 2 ci be a single series such that if m=lp= 
>=o 
=22" and t ^ = 0 otherwise. It is clear, that 
2 m - w i = 
m = l p = l 
oo 
so the series 2 ci ' s summable |C, a, O^. On the other hand, from (18), with the 
1 = 0 
notation n=lp+t,0^t^lp 
and 
21 I 2 n - ^ i i n - ^ i ' + ' J ^ A: 2 Z U p + O - H t + ^ i p p - 2 " ^ 11 = 1 p=1 n = /p p=l i = 0 
s A 2 p - 2 " 2 (i + 1 ) - 1 2 " p ~ 2 " = 
P = 1 ( = 0 p=l 
and therefore this series is not summable |C, oe+y, . We remark that this example 
is due to Flett[4], in connection with strong summability [C, OL]x-
Now we investigate the parameters u, v. The following result shows that the 
parameters u, v cannot be increased. (It is clear that ones can be decreased.) 
c) If A, ¿¿^1, m,bS0, 1, P>v— 1 and £>w or r j t h e n for any 
a i . 1, Pi^ri— 1) the summability |C, (a, /?), («, i>)L does not imply the 
summability |C, (a l5 ft), (£, fy)^. 
We can assume that Applying Lemma 5, with ci=i~p, where u+ 1 < 
+1, we obtain that the series 2 ci is summable |C, a, since 
i = 0 
2 /»^" -Mi i fV ^ k 2 <co , 
m=l m=1 
but is not summable |C, a1 ; since 
2 w ^ - 1 ! ^ ! " A 2 /»"«+ 1 -« - 1 =oo. 
m=l m=l 
Finally we prove that the parameter A cannot be decreased if parameters u, v are 
fixed. 
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d) If 1 a n d и, и ё О , then f o r any a, a 1 ; /?, a^u— 1, /?, fi^v— 1) 
the summabi l i ty | C , (a, ft), (ju, »)|л does n o t imply the summabi l i ty |C, / у , (и , t>)|„. 
W e apply L e m m a 5, wi th a single series 2 cs s u c h tha t ^ ^ ( l o g m)~ 1 / p rn~" . 
1 = 0 
where Since 
2 w ^ " 1 ! т ^ > | я = 2 m-1( \o%m)->-lp < c o , 
. m = l m = l 
oa 
the series 2 ci i s s u m m a b l e |C, a , u\x. O n the other hand , using (18), a rout ine i = 0 
calculation gives tha t 
1 m 
m / = 0 
m/2 m 
xi'0ogi)-1/pi~" = 2 + 2 = +r„<2>, 
¡=1 i=m/2 
and therefore 
mil T ™ ^ J K m - a - 1 ( l o g m ) - 1 / p 2 " = A-m-"(log m ) " 1 ' " 
¡=i 
and 
m/2 Г ® a A m _ a i + e t _ u ( l o g m)~1/p 2 i11-1'1 s= isr«i-"(log w ) - 1 ' " , 
/=i 
fu r the rmore 
m = l m—1 
so the series 2 c ; n o t s u m m a b l e |C, a l 5 и|„. 
f = 0 
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